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“Foodservice alcohol sales saw immense losses in 2020
due to the COVID-19 crisis and ensuing recession, just as
with foodservice sales overall. Instead of purchasing
alcohol from restaurants and bars, consumers stocked up
on packaged alcohol from retail channels, which stole
enormous market share away from alcoholic beverages
sold through foodservice operations in 2020.”
– Jill Failla, Senior Foodservice Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behavior and the foodservice alcohol market.
The recessionary impact on foodservice alcohol sales.
Consumer interest in and opportunities for alcohol takeout and delivery.
Innovative ways for operators to recoup alcohol sales, including subscription and virtual
programs.

Foodservice alcohol sales fell significantly in 2020, while retail alcohol sales skyrocketed as a result of
the COVID-19 crisis and subsequent recession. Foodservice alcohol sales face a long road to recovery
as many consumers are still not comfortable drinking and dining indoors in the latter portion of 2020,
and the recession results in further discretionary spending cuts. To recover alcohol sales, operators
must focus on alcohol takeout and delivery where available, budget-friendly adult beverage options and
innovations such as alcohol subscription programs, clubs and virtual engagements.
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Millennials are most likely to drink foodservice alcohol during pandemic
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Foodservice Alcohol Purchase Barriers
Fewer restaurant visits due to COVID-19 is the leading consumption barrier
Figure 26: Foodservice alcohol purchase barriers, July 2020

Foodservice Alcohol Ordering Interest by Location Type
Despite pandemic, ordering alcohol for on-premise consumption is more popular than takeout or delivery
Figure 27: Foodservice alcohol ordering interest by location type – NET location types and NET any off premise, July 2020
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Higher-income consumers also drive off-premise alcohol interest
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Men drive off-premise alcohol interest at LSRs and bars
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Urban residents also drive interest in ordering alcohol off premise
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White and Hispanic drinkers are most open to innovative alcohol options
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Figure 38: Innovative foodservice alcohol concepts, by race and Hispanic origin, July 2020
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Men miss bars more than women do
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